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S'(N'Of>S \S OF CHAPTERS· 

In the following. we briefly summarise th~ contP.nts of ChaptP.r I 

and Chapter II. 

Chapter_ I is divided into seven subchapters. 

·subchapter IA : In this subchapter we have derivPd time-dependent 

X' and Y' functions for homogeneous, plane-parallel n~n~emitting 

. and isotropically scattering atmosphere of finite thick,ness using 

*'- integral equation approach. The approach was initially proposed b}t 

Rybieki (1971) for treating s·earch light problems in multidimension 

geometry using Fourier-Transform. Here we introduced ·Laplace trans-

form in time-domain. The r@sulting integral equation is solved with 
...... ~. 

the help of _sobolev's (1963) resolvent technique which leads to the 

-j-~:- solution bf some non-linear integral equations involving certain 

X' and Y' 1 functions. It.is found that if the Laplace transform 

parameter is put equal to zeroJ these functions atone~ reduces to 

~he stationary X' and Y' function which was studied by Chandra-

+ Sh-=-khar (1960) and Busbridgo ( 1960) • 

sub-chapter IB : We have again considered an isotropically scatter-

ing homogen~ous and finite mr.:-dium$ with certain incidant radia~~ion 

on t:h~ upper surfaco. We havo now treat~=>d the problem with ·thE" help 

of principle of invarianco of Chandrashekhar (1960). ri'he solution 

of diffuse radiation and transmission problt=>:l: for thF> caso when 

t 1 - i.e. time-spent in absorpt:ion scattP.ri119 is much lf'SS that 

t 2 - i.-e. tirn~ spent in success'ive scatteriugs, lias come out in tho::> 

form ___ gf cert,ain X' and Y' funct~ious which havn the ,sam9 form as 
- ,;:.~ ~-

. -··~:;·~;~.:··~ 

·-· ... 
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deduc""d in IA. 

Sub-chapt~r IC : Nonlinear integral equations for X'- and Y'-

functions ar~ deriv~d by using principl~ of invarianc~ for an 

anisotropically scattering and inhomogP.neous atmosphere. Two cases 

of primary inb~rest are studied. The first one involves the inci-

dence of collimat~ light of net flux·4 from certain dir~cti0n 

-J.- on the upper surfac.o wit.h no incid.ont. radiation on th"" lower 

surface. The second case is just·the rev~rse one. 

Sub-chapter ID : In this sub-chapter we have consider~d one-speed 

one-dimensional equation of transf.or for neutrons in a ·finite slab 
.:.;~ .. 

. witb ·isotropic ecatterin·g. By imtroducing certain exponentially 

decr@asing and increasing infinite medium eigenfunctions (Case, 

1960) and using the argaments employed in principle of invariance, 

we have deduced the time-dApendent X' andY', functi~ns which o~ys 

usual nonlin~ar integral e:quat ions, with some cons·traints equations. 

Sub-chapt.or· IR : 'J"h.is sub-chapt.or is devot-~d to study the diffuse 

rofl~ction and transmission of radiation by a finite atmosphere 

bound<?d by roflecting surface. This type of atmosphere are considered 

in planetary atmospheric studies. V~rious studies are made on 

particularly two types of reflectivP surfaces, viz •• Lambert's law 

reflect~r and specular reflector for different types of planetary 

atmospherP..· But almost all of them are confined to stationary 

transport equation. wP. have considered nonstationary t.ransport 

equation with anisotropic scattering~ One of the boundary surface 

(bottom) is a reflecting surface and no radiation can escape from 
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this surfacP.. A tiffil::>-dep·~nd""nt probability function, which .ostimatos 
' 

tho measure of thP. probabilitythat a photon in some direction ·and 

tim.o .will r.oappear after rroflocti....,n in sohl~ other dir.,..ct:ion and 

timP fron·· the bottom surfac.--; is introduc..,.d. W~ have drorivod func

ti0na1 relations ~~vo1ving scattering and transmission func~ion 

using principle of invarianc'-"'. 

sub-chapt~r IF : The Fn(Facile) method has been :t>ound to be extrE-mely. 

useful! .in various transport calculations after its first: introduc-

tion in this f-ield by Siewert and Benoist ( 1979) • During the past 

. ' 

six years the method has enjoyed tremendous successful apr licat.ion 

in almost al.l sphP.res of transport th~ory. In this sub-chaptet-

we have introduced f
0 

method for non-stat.i~nary t.ransport' equatirm 

fer finit(!' ~dium. The resulting alzebraic ""quations arro siwilar 

in form to stationary version of transport equations-. 

'sub-chapter IG: This sub-chapter is devoted to formulat.o genera-

1ized H-funct~on for timp-dependF>nt radiation transfer probl.om in a 

semi-infinite atmosphere. '1'he meth0d P.mployl':'d here is du~ t.o i3us-

bridge (1960) and Matsumoto (1976). An extension oi semi-infinite 

transfer probl~m to that of finite medium ndturally leads to the 

formulation Of X'- and Y 1 'I funct:i0ns. '!'his hdS 081"'0 <ione in t·h40-

2nd part of th~ arti~lo. 

Chapter ·II: doals . with st. _,t- :i.ouary pr<JiJlr.:r,_;>. 'T'h is chdpt_.--r is 

dividod in~o t-~o sub-chapt~rs. 
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Sub-chaptor IIA. In this sub-chapter we hav~ considered a_multi-

r~gion transf,.r proble-m with g~·n~ralized boundary conditions at all 

the boundaries. B}' only defining the various con~tants appear~d 

in the boundary conditions, different transpor~ problems can be 

formulat""d fr~m these equations. We have.solved these by employing 

a seri~s expansion in-space variable of unknown quantities. It is 

fou~d that r~sulting .equations contain integrals over rational 

functions which can ~ easily computed for low-order approximations. 

Sub-chapt,.r IIB : Frequency dependent stationary transport equation 

in a finite atmosphere is solved for complete fr~ency redistribu-

--tlon using an approach developed by Das (1978a). The approach contains 

a Laplaco transformation with respect to space-variables and uses 

thr.o theory of lin~ar singular operators defined and studied by 

Mullikin (1964). The resulting solutio~ has come out in the form of 

X' and Y·' functions which was ext~nsiyely studied by Ivanov ( 1973). 




